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ABSTRACT
The underlying premise of the University of Hawaii
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contribUtions to a positive self-concept are made by motor
independence and a realistic body image. Program objectives include:
(1) the development of strength, endurance, and flexibility in skills
that involve the muscles, cardiovascular and respiratory systems, and
skeletal system, (2) the development of perceptual-motor skills, Go
the development of motor skills, (4) the development of certain
spatial-temporal-motor concepts, and (5) the development of a
positive attitude toward physical activity, toward social
interaction, and toward the self. The program consists of a sequence
of increasingly complex motor activities, with alternative activities
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FOREWORD

The first planning for the development of a phyoical activities

curriculum for preschool children reported here occurred in the late

summer of 1970. The expectation wes that materials and methods would

be tried out with a small number of classes in 1970-71. The'effort was

viewed as in the nature of a feasibility study, with the expectation that

et the end of the year the materials would be revlsed and that applications

subsequent years would be accompanied by Mere formal and definitive

ev luation than was possible during the initial year. Du ing the course

of the year, after about half of the materials had been developed and

trled out, it became clear that no further s pport for this project

would be forthcoming from the Office of Economic Opportunity, its

initial sponsor. Hence this manual is to be regarded as an experimental

edition, inco pi tely tested and evaluated, although some early efforts

in this direction are presentd in the general report of the programmatic

research program of the Center for 1970-71. It is hoped that others may

find the materials interesting and worthy of further tryout.

The major substantive input to the curriculum is attributable to

Dr. Delorea N. Curtis Associate Professor in the field of Physical

Education in the University Laboratory School, who has served as a part-

time consultant on the project. In this effort, she has had the active

collaboration of Doris C. Crowell of the Center staff, who has assisted

in editing and coordinating the materials as well as in training teachers

in their use supervising their application in classrooms, testing

children, observing teachers, and so on.



Grateful acknowledgement is made to Hannah Lou Bennett of the

University Laboratory School Head Start program and to Karen Wise

Oshiro, director of the Family Services Center Day Care program and her

entire staff,all of whom worked actively with us in using the physical

activities curriculum in their classes and providing feedback essential

to the initial evaluation of the materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Theoretical Framework for the University of Hawaii
Physic!9_ Activities for Preschool Curriculum

Ii

The underlying premise of the Uoiversity of Hawaii Fhysicai,Acti-

vitis,for Preschool Curriculum is that important contributions to a
positive-SerrrEFIMRTare made by motor independence and a realistic body
image. The aim is to foster an attitude toward physical activity through-
out the growing years that will result in motor skills and fitness levels

appropriate for societal demands and satisfying leisure. It is expected
that through successfszl motor experiences the child will develop favorable
attitudes and accurate knowledge about his body and its abilities. Also,
opportunities for creative expression in movement should result in growth

of the child's self-esteem. Finally, strengthening the young child's self
concept through physical activities may support his explorations and at-

tempts to achieve in academic activities.

The goal of the program is developmental in the sense that activities

are oriented toward advancing each child in the attitudinal and skill;-

related areas of concern. There is no attempt to make the program remedial
or compensatory, although individual evaluation and follow-up might lead to
the attainment of remedial as well as developmental goals. The target

group for this program of physical activities is comprised of four-year-olds
who exhibit "normal" variations in development.

The objectives of the program include:

1. The development of strength, endurance and flexibility in skills
that involve the muscles, cardiovascular and respiratory systems,

and skeletal system.

2, The development of perceptual-motor skills, e.g., body awareness,
spatial relat*onships, and judgment of speed.

3. The development of motor skills, especially motor skills impor-
tant in American culture.

4. The development of certain spatial-temporal.mnotor concepts, e.g.,
direction, speed, and level; and of the vocabulary required to
follow directions and to verbalize the process of solving motor
problems.

5. The development of a positive attitude toward physical activity,
toward social interaction,_and toward the self.

The program consists of a sequence of increasingly complex motor ac-

tivities, with alternative activities for most objectives to accommodate

the varied needs and interests of individual children. In addition, the

program is designed to supplement other academic modules, e.g., language
and mathematics, as an additional medium for learning.
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Quality and variety in motor performance of the growing four-year-
old are the joint products of opportunityp neurophysiological maturation,
and heredity. These interacting factors produce differences in each of
the following components of motor performance:

1. Physical-anatomical levels of strength, endurance and flexibil-
ity, all of which can be improved by practice.

2. motor-perceptual input: awareness of (a) body contact with sup-
porting surface, (b) spatial relationships between viewer and
object and between external objects, (c) eye-limb spatial rela-
tionships, (d) angular or rotary acceleration/deceleration and
gravity, and (e) position of limbs in space (Cohen, 1969).

3. Information provided by other sensory modalities concerning weight,
texture, substance, size, temperature, pain, taste, and sound.

4. Psychological set from previous experience and the degree of satia-
faction and enjoyment during ongoing performance.

5. Comprehension of cognitive factors, e.g., body image (parts, their
locations and functions), and conceptual terms (symbols) that can
communicate the nature of the motor task.

Physical movement may be characterized as involving either gross motor
or fine motor skills. These categories are based upon the number and size
of muscle groups involved in the skill. Within these two categories are
three general and perhaps over-lapping subdivisions: stationary positions
(postures), locomotion, and object manipulation. These subdivisions describe
the purposes of physical activity; to stabilize, to move oneself, or to
move external objects. Within these subdivisions can be placed the fun.
damental motor skills, e.g., running, jumping, throwing, catching, kick-
ing, striking. These fundamental motor patterns are described by their
function.

The patterns of physical movement mentioned above are considered to
appear phylogenetically, and their development and maintenance are deter
mined by the availability of equipment and the opportunity for practice
(Espenschade et Eckert, 1967).

The design of this program is based upon the classifications of phys-
ical movement described above and upon the premise that the development
of physical ability is in part a function of practice. The general cate-
gories of movement activities in the program are Body Control, Locomotor
Control, and Manipulatory Control. Within these categories, activities
are specified according to their recognizable motor pattern, e.g., jump-
ing, throwing, climbing.
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The curriculum is based upon the assumption that guidance and practice
can improve the natural development of a motor skill and maximize its use-
fulness to the child. It is also assumed that increased motor efficiency
extends the child's environment, increases his resources for coping with
it, and enhances his feelings about himself.

Content and Teaching Technique

Physical activity should occupy a meaningful portion of the preschool
child's day. The growing child tends to need vigorous and varied physical
activity interspersed with periods of rest and quiet. While the child is
in school, he will also need to alternate and in some cases combine phys-
ical activity with cognitive activity. Due to differences in home and
neighborhood environments, some children may need guided vigorous physical
activity more than others. The school should be prepared to meet these
individual needs in the area of physical development.

The school day should include periods of supervised physical activity
and periods of directed instruction that complement each other in filling
the child's needs. It is assumed that with appropriate encouragement from
the supervising adult, the motor activities introduced during the instruc-
tional period will become a part of the child's free play repertoire.
Activities in which the child is not very skillful should become a part
of the instructional periods.

Supervised play. During supervised physical activity, the teacher
should note the kinds of activities in which the children participate.
From her knowledge of each child, the teacher may make some suggestions
for activities and even participate with him during supervised play. Obser-
vations over a period of two or three weeks may lead the teacher to guide
the child into activities in which he never participates in order to pro-
mote well-rounded development.

Activities that should be encouraged during supervised play, prefer-
ably outdoors, should involve the following:

1. Upper limbs for muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility
a. weight-bearing

(1) inverted--cartwheels, mule kick
(2) hanging, swinging, crossing apparatus, tree-climbing

B. pushing, pulling, carrying equipment
c. throwing, catching, striking

2. Lower limbs for muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility
a. running
b. climbing
c. jumpingjump ropes, for height, for distance
d. hopping--hopscotch
e. pedallingtricycles bicycles trucks and cars
f. leaping
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3. Total body for muscular strength,
a. bending, stretching, curling

equipment
b. rollingon grass, on floor,
c. dodging and chasing
d. balancing
e. wrestling
f. swimming and water play

endurance, and flexibility
, twisting.with and without

on mats

Instructional activittcs. The instructional phase of the program
incorporates skill development, perceptual-motor development, conceptual
development, and attitudinal development. Activities from at least one
of the three principal curriculum categories.--Locomotor Control, Body
Control, and Manipulatory Control,--should be planned for each day so that
within a week all the categories will have been included. Planning becomes
more complex as provision is made for individklal differences in capabili-
ties and interests.

The following is a general plan of the instructional program:

Locomotor Control Skills
A. Locomotion

1. Walking
2. Running
3. Jumping
4. Hopping
S. Galloping

Body Control Skills
A. Curling, rolling, rotating, stretching, twisting
B. Suspending, swinging, suppo ting, landing
C. Pushing, pulling lifting
D. Climbing

Manipulatory Control Skills
A. Projection

1. Rolling
2. Throwing for distance
3. Throwing for accuracy
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The activities for each of the categories have been printed on dif-
ferent colored paper to facilitate use of the program. The Locamotor
Control activities appear on blue paper, the Body Control activities on
yellow, and the Manipulatory Control activities on green. Suggested com-
binations of activities to comprise the programs for single days are sepa-
rated by rows of asterisks.

Learninow9ent. The third form of physical activity occurs
when movement is used during any school day as a medium for learning con-
cepts in other subject areas. It is important to note that this is not a
substitute for movement instruction. Whenever movement instruction natu-
rally complements other programs, the opportunity to capitalize upon this
natural relationship should be seized. For example, advantage should be
taken of the opportunity to strengthen concepts from a language program
related to opposites (high-low), to prepositions (over-under), and so forth.

The teacher in this program elicits motor patterns by asking children
to perform challenging tasks and by setting up situations through the use
of equipment and materials.

The quality of performance changes from orientating movements toward
discriminating movements. Discriminations of one's position, tempo, or
direction develop during practice as a result of the teacher's verbal
descriptions of the physical movements. Further refinement comes with
contraat of two extremes; comparison with other actions to determine rela-
tivity; and intentional selection of degree, timing, or placement. Quality
of performance improves further as the mover is able to accommodate various
environmental objects and stresses (e.g., other equipment, other people)
and to integrate other motor skill

The instructional phase consists of several levels of learning. The
first is exploration of movement possibilities in an undemanding situation
to support the child's natural curiosity, with much encouragement by the
teacher. At the next level, the teacher provides a series of open-ended
movement challenges: "Can you find a way to move around a hoop?" "How
many different ways can you jump?" The challenges can be easily achieved,
and no specific manner of accomplishing the task is required. Challenges
more open to varied response should be posed to encourage individual inter-.
pretation of the task and opportunity for greater success and creativity.

A high level of challenges requires the child to understand verbal
instructions and perform within specific physical limitations: "Who can
travel around the hoop using both hands and feet?" "Who can jump forward
with a partner?" Certain goals that restrict the number of potential
responses may be set; "How high call you throw the bean-bag? Can you throw
it aver the rope? Can you hit this target on the wall?"

As the child meets the challenges, the teacher reinforces hia efforts
with praise and encourages him to verbalize his actions, reasoning, and
planning. The child becomes aware of his capabilities and of how he is
developing new skills.



Opportunity for repeated practice to master a skill is essential.
At the emergence of a skill, the child may wish to practice it constantly.
The teacher should encourage him to practice the skill, to vary the ways
he uses it, and to set more difficult goals for himself. Normally, we
should expect a child's interest to determine which skill he selects to
practice, but sometimes the teacher will need to prompt him to select from'
two or three suggested activities.

The equipment used in motor activity usually has some cultural con-
notation implied by its shape, substance, or design. However, the open-
mindedness of young children does not restrict them to the designated uses
of the equipment. Children enjoy exploring the potentials of materials
in conjunction with the developing potentials of their bodies. Providing
equipment that is of the appropriate size and weight for such exploration
is fundamental to the development of the desired motor patterns.

Where the environment permits, it is suggested that children be en-
couraged to go barefoot and to wear minimal clothing during physical activ-
ity. This will allow them freedom and increase their precision and control.

Key to Movement Objectives

B. Physical development
bl To increase muscvdar strength:

arms and shoulder girdle
trunk--back and abdominal muscles
legs

b2 To increase endurance:
cardiovascular and respiratory systems
muscular system

b3 To increase flexibility:
trunk
limbs

P. Perceptual-motor development
pi To increase awareness of body surface serving as (1) base of sup-

port and/or (2) point of contact with external object; and to in..
crease awareness of how to bear (1) awn weight while on the ground
or suspended, or (2) additional weight by self or with help from
another person, while stationary or moving.

p2 To increase awareness of spatial relationships and to develop skill
in judging distance, size, elevation, speed of movement, and path-
ways (1) between self .and_ao.external object--stationary or moving,
and (2) between two or more external objects--both stationary, both
moving, or one stationary and the other moving; and to use this
information to plan consequent action, e.g., move forward, move
away, or move in relation to, :

p3 To increase the ability to coordinate, i.e., to link to movements
of the limbs and/or digits with the visual stimulus, and (1) if
the object is stationary, to focus; or (2) if the object is moving,
to visually track in order to guide the placing of the hand(s),
foot (feet), or any combination thereof in the proper location
in the correct sequence:

6
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to contact reachable objects accurately,
to contact a sequence of reachable objects,
to contact objects moving within reach,
to contact objects at increasing distances by projection of

other objects,
to move in relationship to the object (stimulus)--away, to-
ward, parallel, etc.

and to become aware of the amount of force, speed, range, angular
degrees, etc. necessary to make or avoid contact.

p4 To increase awareness of body part placement: (1) its position
or posture--shape, level, tension-relaxation, (2) its relation-
ship to other parts of the body, (3) its spatial relationship with
external objects; and body part motion: speed, range, force, path-
way, without constant visual feedback but through kinesthetic pro-
prioceptors and other receptors.

p5 To increase awareness of and control of response to: (1) motion
(inertia)--linear or rotary, accelerating or decelerating, and
(2) the effects of gravity and buoyancy on the self and on exter-
nal objects.

p6 To increase sensory awareness of and to develop ability te observe:
shape, size, temperature, density, texture, pattern, color, rhythm,
sound, movement, etc. that occur in the child's surroundings, and
to use these sensations as stimuli to movement.

C. Concept development
cl To develop a realistic body image: to identify, locate, and rec-

ognize functions of various anatomical parts--hands, arms, wrist,
elbow, shoulder, feet, legs, ankles, knees, hips, chest, stomach,
waist, back, neck, head, muscles, joints, bones, lungs, heart.

c2 To understand and use spatial-temporal-motor terms:
--actions and basic positions: bend, stretch, twist, turn, swing,
sit, stand, crouch, lie, jump, walk tiptoe, toss, catch, etc.

--spatial relationships: front, back, top, bottom, side, toward,
awy, across, under, over, through, around, beside

--spatial concepts: facing, direction, level, size or range, dis-
tance, shape

--temporal relationships: durationlong, short; speed--slow,
quick

--degree of force or intensity
c3 To use some basic principles of movement: developing force, apply-

ing force, absorbing force, bearing weight, equilibrium, buoyancy
c4 To plan a sequence of actions: (1) involving oneself without or

with equipment, (2) with one other person, (3) with several other
persons.

S. Attitude development
sl To improve the child's opinion about himself:

his ability to move his body skillfully;
his strength, endurance, flexibility, speed;
his courage, daring, inventiveness;
his wisdom in making motor activity decisions/judgments;
his ability to convey ideas and feelings through movement;
his ability to create/innovate new activities;
his ability to complete a task and assume responsibiliti

and to set realistic goals according to his capabilities.
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To strengthen the child's opinion about physical activity:
the joy of moving;
the challenge to his capabilities;
the excitement of mastering new skills;
the satisfaction of having tried his best.

To improve his social behavior--sharing, cooperating, following
group decisions, aiding, assuming responsibilities--with other
individual children, within a small group, as a member of the
whnle.group.

A. Application of movement skills and concepts
al Dance
a2 Expres ve/creative movement
a3 Games

Rating of Skill Levels

In attempting to collect information about each motor task presented
to the children, the Gutteridge (1939) rating scale was suggested for use
by the teachers in the feasibility study. It is not a part of the program
but is included as a supplementary method of evaluation.

The Gutteridge approach is scored by the teacher by assigning to the
various skills involved in the program (e.g., running, jumping, throwing)
a score renging from 0 to 3, with 0 = no attempt made, 1 = habit in pro-
cess of formation, 2 = basic habit achieved, and 3 = skillful execution
with variations in use. The teacher is encouraged to feel free to add
comments about tasks or children. On the pages that follow is presented
a more detailed explanation of the method of assigning an observed perfor-
mance to a scaled category.

Gutteridge Rating Scale of Motor Skills

No_Attempt Made (0)

1. Withdrawa or retreats when opportunity is givenappears afraid
of making actual attempt to perform activity--shows definite unwill-
ingness to make effort--signs of hesitancy in new situations.

2. Makes no approach or_attempt hut does not_withdraw--although show-
ing no outward sign of fear or hesitancy, exhibits no interest
even when confronted with opportunity--makes no effort at all to
seek out or to venture into new activity.

Habit_in Process -f Formation (1)

3. Attempts activity but seeks help or sweport--makes movements indic-
ative of willingness to participate in activity, to use tool, or
to try toy or equipment, but seeks support and needs encouragement
to make any advance.
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4. Tries even_ when not_helped or supported,_but is_inept--makes decided
attempts without help or support to try out the tool, toy, or equip-
ment and to master the technique, but is clumsymovements are
uncoordinated.

5. Is progressing but is still usingLunnecessary movementsmakes
more useful effort, but still movements are exaggerated and in-
volve the use of unnecessary muscles and parts of body not directly
concerned with the basic-movements of the skill.

6. Is practicing basic movements--practice is concentrated on learn-
ing the basic movements through repetition of the gross performance,
though certain crudities are apparent and no obvious effort is
directed toward refining.

7. In process of refining movementsbasic movements are now more
definite and selected but still need further refining--practice
is having the effect of furthering precision.

Basic_Habit Achieved (2)

8. Movements coordinatedelimination of unnecessary movements--ac-
tions now show controlled use of selected muscles--precision in
action and good direction of effort.

9. Easy performance with_display of satisfaction--with such coordi-
nation of muscles child is able to achieve results--shows definite
satisfaction in bodily skill and power aver material.

10. Evidence_of accuracy._poise, and grace--gives appearance of effort-
less skill without apparent conscious attention to component move-
ments-as a result of refinement of movements and adjustments to
requirements shows ease, grace, and poise in bodily action.

Skillful Executien with Variations in Use (3)

11. Tests skill b addin difficulties or takin chances--having achieved
the basic movements and displaying excellent performance, he adds
difficulties, obstacles, or hazards that in effect offer a further
test of his skill.

12. Combines with_ other skill_or skillscombines basic activity with
another skill or motor activity.

13. S eeds races or cam.etes with se f or hers definitely appears
to match his skill with that of others or to be competing with
his own record--element of competition is adde4 now that attention
is no longer needed to learn basic skill.

14. Uses skillin_larger_projects, such as dramatic plsy--particular
motor activity used as incidental to or in association with a
larger project, including aromatic play. Primary emphasis is not
on the execution of the skill for its own sake.
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LOCC)OT0R COATROL SKILLS

A. LOCOMOTION

1. WALKING

p2 1. Can you walk without pumping into anyone?

p6 2. Who can stop when he hears this signal? (hand clap, piano
chord, drum beat, whistle, etc.)

c2 3. Can you walk faster without bumping into anyone?

c2 4. Can you walk slower without bumping into anyone?

c2 5. (Note: Using drum, piano, tambourine, etc. give the children
P6 a slow beat and a fast beat, then ask them about the tempo/

speed of the beat. Ask them to clap with the drum to develop
the tempo.) Can you listen to the drum and walk fast or slow
according to what the drum says?

c2 6. Can you follow the drum as it slows down or speeds up? What
p6 is important for you to do? (listen) Be careful not to

bump into anyone.

c2 7. (Note: Later after some other Conceptevare developed, e.g.,
direction, level, etc., combine.vchallenges.) .Who can walk
forward 404ek/y1 Who can welkbackwarcIatOW1V?

a3
p6

This is going to be the signal to start: one,note or one
beat or one chord. ,This is theaignal to stop:: two beats
or two chorde. We are:Reie&te'PlAY.tvgame. called "Stop
and spart" to see if I can. tricie-you. When 1%0.49 the Sig-
nal .to"start,'welk'anYlhere in our apace Until yon:hear-the
signal to stop& I Wander hcmr;many peoPle.cah delthii7

When you stop so iiniCklyYow.aommtimes lose your,bilance.
Can you stop with your.feet apart?:,, Try it. Does that help
you keep your balance better7 -Can you.find anY'other things
that help you keep-your balance'? (c*Ouehing lower, holdinR
out arms)- Axe you ready:to play the.game again?

"Stop and Stare, may be used with' any locamotor skills.

9; Can,you_find,-a spot_with your-eyes somewhere in our epace
Kee0"lookinR at the'spotand-walk towsrd'it. 'Stop When:you
'get there and tUrsr_tOwaid youi%start*agap4.- KeevI6oking

10
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at your statting spot and walk to it. .nice your first spot
4nd With toward it again. Face yoOt home spot and walk to...
ward it. ,YOu Ware vary quick to learn the meaning of that
word "feCei4 ik Means that you turn 22HE:whole bod* toward
that spot,4

10. Face your first spot -And Walk toWard it. Good4 Now keep
facing, your spot and walk home backwards. Be careful of
your neighbors.

11. Can you find a new spot in the room and walk forward toward
it? Stop when you get there and then walk backward to your
home spot.

12. Who can walk forward anywhere in the room and then walk back-
ward when I'olap my hands? Who can change his.direcAon
every time I clap my hands?

c2 13. Can you find another direation to walk besides forward and
backward? (sideward)_

(Note: Direction may be combined with any other concept,
e.g., tempo, pathway, level, etc. or it May.be used with
different skilla.)

14. Can you walk in a straight line? (Note: Perhaps a straight
line will need to be shown on the chalkboard or in another
visual form.)

c2 15.

c2 16.

Can you walk in a CrookadAine
zigzag path?.

Are your foot p4 making

Can you walk in a curved.line? Can you Walk in a
and make A big circle oef the ground?*

c2 17. What-other shapes-can yourmake on the floor with,your fóóI
r2 steps? (Note If pospible walk .fn-aand where the,pathwaY

would ba apparent--orricUt:out'big:geometrical'ahapes from
newapapar.that-aan be visaed on the:ftecir.is: guides.

Who can walk with IAA steps?, 10ho.can-walk'with sMal
Now let's see yOur,regillir,mediumitepp again.

,

ps?

Can you walk with higalow steps? Can yoiAialk.with -little
fast'ataps? 1Note: Use'drumto,eMihaeiza,temPo and.verbally
emphasize size.):

11



c2 20.

c2 21.

22.

c2 23.

c2 24.

c2 25.

c2 26.

c2 27.

a3 28..

Can you walk with slow, little steps? Can you walk with
fast, kig.. steps? What is that last one like? (running)

Who can walk backward with slow steps and then walk forward
quickly when I give the signal?

Can you walk backward with little steps and then walk for-
ward with 121s, steps?

Who can walk taking high steps?

Who can walk keeping his body low and close to the ground?

Can you walk with your body aa high as poscible? How tan
you make yourself higher? (raise arms over head) If you
want to get even higher, what happens to your feet? (walk
tiptoe)

Can- you take big tiptoe, steps? Can you take smell tiptoe,
steps?

Can you take quick Lietsms steps? Can you take low .tintoe

steps?

(Place 'magic carpets"--pieces of newspaper .or cardboard--
on the floor, seattere4 about the room,- one feWer than the
number of children. :If Outdoore,, perhePto ,_beanbage will be
useful -t6 Weigh down the- "Megic carPete.")::,-.We are gOing
Po Play .2!

Barna of "Magic Carpets." 0athe eignal-start
walking anywhere in the space. When you hear the- eianal
to stop, step on .the 'neareat empty magic:carnet. Remember,

. .

n6 more than one: child on'a-,magic. carpet. If you Can't ,find
a,magie:eeiPtitt,.e60 firse stepping:itime, :yOu have, a letter .

atep, -I take sWey-
one- More-magie-earpet 'and -Moie peOpie gait.i a ,letter.' '.("a'!,'

children are' removed; 3 'Children; ':"p"e'A
"e";.:;,5,,Childien; and "t", 6 children. '(rou:inay,;iish 'to make
little,- cards with-the lettere to give to the children when
vier:are left wittiout, a "magic Carpet" to stand On.) -When
the list letter__ii spelled; -..-the4Winnerti., are .the children'
who are 'left' an the , "Magic -(Collect-,the- cards
iom the children and -ask thein to -tell the letteii.

. _
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p2 29. Can you walk around the obstacles (e.g., plastic bottles,
p4 bean bags, milk cartons, etc.) without touching them?

p4 30. Can you walk backward around the obstacles without touching
them or your neighbors?

a3 31. (Note: On drum or whistle sound ene note, two notes, three
p6 notes. Ask.the children to differentiate between them.
r2 Designate half the group to be °ones," the other half to be

"twos." Ask the groups to hold up their hands when you sound
their signal-..one or two. Have the childrenadd one and two
to get three. When they hear the signal three, all hold up
their hands. When this Is clearly underatood,- have the "ones"
stand on one side of the square, whioh is aboUt 30 feet wide,
and the "Won" on anadjacent side of the square.) When
we,play the game "One, Two,-Three" you have to be good lie.-
teners. When 1:give the signal" for your greup, walk acress
the square and stop on the opposite.side. WhenT,give the
signal "three," both groups:cress the Square At.theaame
time. That id when yog will have to bevery: careful dot to
bump into anyone, (Note: "One,TWo, Three" may be played
.using otherjocamoter skills. The teacher:percdesignate
which skill before'sounding the:Signal; e.g., "judig"-teb
notes. Also, the game May be:played by varying the direction,
level, tempo, etc.)

p2 32.

33.

34.

c2 35.
82

cA
p2

36.

Can you walk beside a partner? (At a later time try the
following with groups of three )

Can you and your partner stay tegether when you take Nal
steps?. When you take'little steps?

Can you and your partner lia:tokether:Whep'yol4 walk:faster?
then slower? Does.it'help if you listen to the drum?

Can you and your partner walk backward toget-

Can 'you .walk behind your..partner and do whatpver he: does
(Note: Perhaps.....there'isill.:bii: need:-to diacuss 'various.,

, ,

way's- the leader can. try to fool the' follawerehanging
direction, tetapo- level,' range,- etc, y

*.

,

c2 37. Can you oin-both' hands with your-partner,and-walk in 0
*2H little circle?-

13
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al 38. Can you and your partner walk forward, then backward, then
lada hands and walk in a little circle? Can we add some
music and make,this into a little dance? (Note: Select
one child to play a rhythm instrument--triangle--for the
forward walking part, a second child plays another rhythm
instrument--wood blocks--for the backward walking, and a
third child plays another instrument--tambourine--for walk-
ing in a circle.) (Note: When children can recognize
phrasing in music, have them time the directiOn of the moVe-
ment to the phrasing of the music.) (Note: Encourage the
children to suggest other simple elements which can be used
to compose a dance.)

a2 39. Who can walk like an old person Who is tired? Who can waik
as if he is carrying egga home from the grocery store? Who
can walk as if he is going over to see what 'made that aoary7
noise outside the door? Who can walk as if he has allsore
foot?

a2 40. Who can think of an idea to show by his walking ao that the
c4 rest of us can try to guess what it ia7 (Note: Encourage

them to conjure up new ideap, but don't reject their repeat-
ing the ones done formerly.)

p3 41. Who can walk-on this painted line without stepping off?
p4 a. straight line

b. curved line
c. shapes with corners) e.g.1 rectangle, triangle

pl 42. Who can walk on this balance board? (Note: Over a'period
1:13 of time increase the.difficulty-by, changing to the follow-
p4 ing:

a.' wide.and low-.2.-1echea high
and slight elevation-76- inches ,Iiigh

inchees' -16 inehe
nairOwer and 104).

43. Who can earrrthis hoop(or beanbag or ball)%qhilehewalke
the balance board?'

14
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c4 44. Who can walk across the baladce board doing something differ-
ent? (e.g., change level, direction, partners, etc., or
whatever the child can think of)

p2 45. Who can walk up the inclined board? Who can walk down th
inclined board? Who tan think of something td do while
walking on the inclined beate

1.

e2 2.

c2 3.

c2 4.
c3

(NOTE; TO INCREASE COMPLEXITY OP TOE TASKS, at Another
time work In a larger group; work Outdoors' rather than in.-
doors; increase the size of the working unittwo children
instead of one.)

.LOCOMOTICE

2. RUNNING

How ,fast can you run without bumping into anyone
our eignal to stop.

Can you run just as faat but withJight,:entOk Step What
can you_do if you are going to bnmp.intO someone? (slow,
turn)

Remember

Who can stert walking and 'then increase 'hi
is running?-

. _
What is the difference ,between running and walking?. (speed,
size of: ste0s) What ,are 'your arms doing-when you -ere i run-
ning?. (sWinging back. and forth. Note:- . Encourage relaxed .

.

. ..

arm PoVements.

Note: After the children have run enough to be tiring
slightly, have them Put their hande over their hearts to
feel the beating. ,Bring to their attention their heavy
breathing and'sweatieg. Talk with them:about the adjustments
the',body'is ,making to exercise: the- heart beats' fester to
supply'the' MUsclas -with more inergy;r the lungs work harder
to supply the body with more air; the body perspires to cool
off.

,

When children; have runhard,,Tit La ws41: -to have ',,thein
moVe about-:walking,retber,-;tben- dolliPlOg on' tbelicreisad

When- bFeathing,--returnsf:',t,o, norms/,- ipi, children
may' sit:- or-lie; but very,: /ikety ,they *ill- be' ritedY-

9enerally, we ann relY on-!the,Witidam the body-to



determine the stopping point. In a few cases the teacher
will need to prompt some children to exert themselves or
some children to Slow down. If the teacher has available
health records of the child, he will know the restrictions
the doctor recommends. Otherwise, abnormal efforts or lack
of effort by the child should be a signal tO the teacher
to question the child's behavior. There are reasons other
than physical for a child not to be active. Perhaps a con-
ference with the parent will clarify the difficulty.)

b2 6. Can you run for one-half minute without stopping to rest?
(Note: To build endurance slowly add to the length of time
children are asked to run without stopping. For a week have
the children run for30 seconds daily. Next week add 5 or
10 seconds to his daily running. The amount of increase
will depend upon the children's capacities.

The running may be in a path around the playground or
in a follow the leader format. If possible, it is desirable
to run uphill and downhill or around same obstacles to add
to the challenge of running for endurance.

Adding a brief peritod of eodureme running is desir ble
when the instructional aativic?' Sf.,3 less vigorous, e.g.,
working on throwing and cating te14112,4.

Record the 'amount of q::,§n.:Intlous running the child can
accomplish without extrLdAai;'y stress.

While children are ro-welAng from running, show them
on a stop watch or aloe. with a second hand the amount of
time they,ran.)

7. Look for a spot somewhere in our apior,. ,40an YOu'run and
. .

,stop,exattiv On your spot? Nov run bnek to your,starting
spot.eed stop.. : What do You. 4ava,to.du tOiitoP .eXaotly aa
the spot? (slow down'. keep-your eye :oe.the 'spot)

Mho 'cap rup . zigzag without .2221.49A:any, other
ow make .4ery Lar23h&turns vi-,';ee he ,tigkagia-

o o eae 'rue to his ether spo& and nake a share tura add come-
..._ - , .

right-hack. te hia startin

Set up a starting liw, goal:line about 25 feet apart.)

'Yfui can,run to the oth 1in a and make A sharp turn,and come
back to the starting-tc?..

._
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83 11. This time I am going to gay, 'On your mark, set. set, GO!"
to start you running to the other line. What is the word
that tells you to start rdnning? (go) Are you ready to
run? On your mark, get set, Gof

a3 12. Did you bump into anyOneWhen you were running to the line?
It is important to rud in a etralk4 1440.1f you want to be
fast. Who can be the one who;runs the otraightest in this
next race? Are you lined LIB bellied the line? On your mark;
get set, COI

(Have children run in small groups to deteeMine their
relative speed. Then have them race againse a partner of
similar speed.)

a3 13. Have you ever seen fire engines going to a fire? Aren't
p6 they fast! Eadh-of you can be a fire engine. (GiVe each

P3 one in a small group a number. In a larger group:give the
same number to 2 or 3 children). When I callypurnumber:
run quickly to put out the fire on that other lino. (about
30 feet away). Fire Engines 2 and 4! .Fire Engines 1 and

When it is a big fire, it is called "Generel AlaroP and
every fire engine goefuto put out-the fire. Be listening
for that call. (Note:, At another time let the first child
to reach the fire become the caller.) .T

a3 14. Have you se n the jets in the sky/ Have you been to the
p6 airport and s en the jets take off? ,How many'jeta take off
P3 at one time? (one) -Do the jets...flyclopetogether,in'the

sky? What would happen to their jet 'eine if theists came
too close? (crash) We don't have'as Much roam as the sky

,
-

Bove jets will have to,be carefill.not.to crash. jahen the
Control Tower caliguyournamei.yoomay taxi out andtake.
off. The Control,TOwer mill-also call yOur name for landing.

Can-yOu run-beeide a partner and run at the- same,speed?

an:you run behind:Vour, partger? Exchange_places.
_

17,
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p2 17. Can you run with two other people and be a train? Exchange
places. Can the leader run all Over our space and around
everything without losing his train?

P5

19.

c2

A.

P1

c3 2.

c3 3.

c3 4.

Who can run in hig. circles? Who can run in small circles?
If you get dizzy, try running the other way.

Now that you can run around a circle so well, we are going
to play a game called "Speedy Mongoose" (Speedy Squirrel"
on the mainland.) Everyone sit around the big circle.
Johnny can be the first leader. He walks around tho circle
and taps three children on the head lightly (teacher leads
him by the hand as she talks). Then the Children who are
tapped stand up. The leader steps over here out of the way
and calls, "Speedy Mongoose." The three children all run
to the right around the circle and back to their places.
Let's try just the running around the circle before we actu-
ally play. Good. The first child who gets back to his own
place will be the new leader. Are vt,2 Teady to really play?
Johnny, call out your signal.

LOCC110TION

JUMPING

(2)

What do your lege do before they jump? (Note: Have'children
try jumping so they have an opportunity to obserlie that their
legs bend; if-they haVe difficulty telling whit is hapOening
to themselves, have them ohierve two or_thieejuMpeis_in
action.) 'Yes, they,bend'hefore the jumpTrY-jumOing again
and see if:your'legs-bend to help'you get_staited.:,

_ 4.

Did yeu notice ,thirt your laid- beed;WhearyoU land? Try land-
121,softIv and,see._if%beindirig.your

Let'S see those-gdlEAUmps,aed:scift4eadingsagaia.--:(Notei_
Lcok,fok,a'Child,who swings his-arme,Wpwar&yigorOUplY'ad-
hejiilps;aik,!childrin,,tobbearVioitwilieih*e4rieei:
Caa you fror_litat your arms upward to help you jump fiiih?



p4 5.

6.

c2 7.

6.

c2 9.
p4

c2 10.
p4

Find a spot to stand on: Who can jump and land on his apot?
Who tan jump and land on his Spot three times?

Can you make little, ouiek jUimps and land on your spot?
Can you make little slow juMpt add land on your Spot? Are
you landing quietly?

Who can jump forward? Who can jukp forwird alhOlv? AnicklY?
Who can jump slowly, then jump faster and fasteres I clap
my hands? '

Who cah jump forward with .13, jumps Who can jump backward
with small jualps?

(Put a long.rope on .ground stretched traight.) Mho can
jump back and forth across the rope? (hackward and for-

jwardumping):

Who can jump sideward across the rope? Face.the end of the
rope and jump to the other side. Can you start at this end

.

of the rope and jump sidemard and move toward the other end?
(Note: They may turn the body slightly so that the jumping
is actually forward rather than diagonal.)

.02 11. Who can jhm0,and.turnardund to:face the ether way? ,(Put

Who aanAamP ant1thril:gOihg::,6ver:_.the'r6Pet.

12. (Give ..eachichild"-a--:040rt:juMprOne: stretched on the.. g_ ,

:Who can shaw-:3:differentkinds.:,Of.-jumpidg?-.
-

Another .404.0VO. the child a rope and let him Out it-On:the
grOUnd.!-Jiti.any.;Shape:end-..matieup nk 8 64 denco s

14. (Place 6-10 hula hoops adjacent to each other oh the ground..-
first in a straight line, latee,in a Curved'or crooked' line.
Instead of hulio-hoopsi-neWspaper;pagesmight:ba,SubstitUted,
or a more durable subatitute
'Who can jump_fromthis Woop'to,the' ne?ct hoop? z_ (accuracy)
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P3 15. (Note: Using chalk on the sidewalk or floor, draw a grid
c4 of One-foot squaree-7or perhaps 18 inches depending upon

the children's dipaCitie4;--thatjs 4 feet long and 4 feet
wide. Later it might.belgreater.Ansike. Also at some point
it may be desirable tO paint perManent lines somewhat on
the order of,those used in hopeCotch, only this game Will
be jumpscotch. -A large sheatefjwavyi-duty vinyl or canvas
such as a paint drop -cloth could,beHetiedi-paint the grid
on the vinyl or canvas, Which waY be relled up when not in
use. Encourage the children td doVeldP'gaMee,usim3lorward,
backward,sideward, diagonal jumps. Colors, oi
numerals, or lettere painted in each squere may_be useful
in promoting this activity.)

a3 16. If one square (see above) can be differentiated by color:
or design, the children could play A yariotioniof Imusical
chairs"-reethe music ie-played, they jutep *dm square to
squaret when the mudic stops, thechiLdin the, "musical
square" is eliminated for one turn and then returns to the
game When the next child is out.

JUMP FRal HEIGHT

p2 17. Who can jump from this box or bench, (about 12-inches high)
c3 and land softly?, Did Yout.kneas'bend when you landed?

Remember to wait until the &race in.front of you' is out of
the way before you jump from the'box.

18. Who Can.jumP from this kg& box? (18 24 inches or hi
if the children are capable) ,'Are you landing -softly/'

c4 19. Who can do a trick'ae beAumps froth-the bex? (perhaPa clap
his ,hands, reach high with his arms, turn areund):

JHold varditick oi eimilar object 3 feet in,front of a
)iOi,and higher than a child's heid,When'he is:on,the box.):
Who can jumplandtouch thie sticla ,Remember,yoUr sOft,land-
ing. (Note: :-Be sure the boxHis siatne-te-,iiipOort*the child's
take=off, 'which will be a (Illush.!of&färward,fromithe,bo;i.)

20



p4 21. (Lines or flat markers--strips of cloth or rubber--on the
c3 ground 12, 16, 20, 24, etc. inches from the box.) How far

can you jump from the box? Which way are your arms swing-
Ase That's right; they swing forward to help you jump
forward.

c3 22. _(Wben the children are learning to cross the horizontal lad-
der, they will need to uee the same landing principles they
have been practicing when jumping fromLa height. Tha hands
may aspist in the landing; as the child bends his knees and
hips, his hands may touch the ground.)

JUMP FOR DISTANCE

23. (Put 2 parallel lines on the ground about, 12 inches apart.)
Who can Jump across the river?
(Increase the width of the 4river" by 2 inches and continue
increasing the width as long as the children can jump with-
out getting their feet wet.)
Are your arum helping you jump farther? swinging forward)

24. When the river gets so wide. whet conld weadd tolour jump-
ing to halpue get over.the,wide iiver? (take riinning start)
Start,back 5 or 6 feet and run indlump'over -the river.
Who can now jump the river and not get his feet wet?

25. Now are you jumOing.from one foot 'Or two feet? Xes,' You
take off from one foot if you start running before you jump.
Are you landing on2 -feet?

26. (At a later' time, divide the ch ldren into'partners With A
pair-of markers for them ttio maveAtt-their oWn diSCretion.'.
They can work on Standing broad juMPing:or running broad'
jumping.-

LEAPING

111 27.: Can you run, get over the,river, and keep runninivon the
other:side? That's differenefrom regular'juMping; isn't
it? U you take off frem'one footiend-land'on'the other
foot, that,is called 1eaping.

-
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28. (Set up several "rivers" scattered throughout the space.)
Who can leap across all the different rivers and not get
his feet wet?

p3 29. (Stretch a long tope a few inches off the ground.) Can you
p4 leap over the rope? Can you leap if We raise the rope higher?

Who can land softly and keep running lightly?

p2 30. (Set up bean begs, plastic bottles, milk cartons, or objects
P3 of similar heights scattered throughoutithe space.) :Who
p4 can-leap over each of ihesebottles?

RUNNING JUMP FOR...MIGHT

p3 31. (Set up high-jump standards with rope weighted at the ends
p4 and hanging across' adjustable supports. Begin the jumping

height at 8 inches. Raise an inch.or 2 each round. It would
be desirable to have Zeets. of jumping standards .so that
those children who fail to jumphigher heights.May.:work at
lower height's ind those who Canjnmp higher proceed to ad-
vance. Encourage'running:approach'to the juMp.. Occasionally
record height each child'can jum0.).

p3 32. (Hang aeveral different colored'etrips,ofeloth'ebout:12'
. ,

p4 inches apart, each etrip at a. different height:from:the--
ground.' 'Start.with the.lowest etrivabont:I5iineheshigher
than-tthe tip--of-.the'upreited erm of'the.sherteirchild-er'
-The eloth.stri0e,shouldbil,'-henging.in an open sPacc in which

ociuld run endAump safely.: Tying or pinning,the',
tripa: to:a rope stretehed betWeentwo-trees shehiit-PrOvide

-a porteble jumping Chalienge. Remind the Children te.approach
from only one direction to avdid.collieions..)



P3
P4

STANDING JUMP FOR HEIGHT

3 , (Use suspended colored cloth strips as described above or
make a.chart 24" x 36" with colored parallel lines 2 inches
apart. Fasten the chart to the wall so that the shortest
child can resell It with his up-etretched hand.) lionshigh
can you jump without running? How high can you jump and
tonch the Chart? '

(To measure actuallmight. Of a vertical jump have the child
stand flat-footed and reach up as high.:40_he_can_on_the chart.
Note this height and subtract it from the height he can touel
when he jumps.)

REBOUNDING JUMP

c2 34. (There are several possibilities for providing the children
c3 with this type .of movement sensation. Walking and 'playing on

Pi inflated inner tubes is probably theeaaleat to provide:
P5 A large truck-sizeinner tube under a temibline mat.gives

some of the:bouncing sensation. There-ere OOrimieroielly
available,rubber:inner.tubes Covered.with. a convas cloth
which might be duplicated.: An 'Old inaor0Prirlt meatess with-
out any *nsafe 'Projection Mieht beivittab.lew''A neakbY
intermediate or,secondary echool is likelytosbaVe:a
ture'trempoline (minitraMp or-traispeletYWhich-miihi'be

. _

borrowed f2r a,hrief period.: The .same eOhcOLMIght- have a
full-size trampoline and-arrangemeataconl&.be made fer the

,

young children:to ge:,to.the-schociVfor.experienCei an the
trampoline. 'The Older 'children tan serVe as:spotters and
assistante on' the-trampoline.

a. On the inner tubes,and Mini-tramO, the teacher 'can
hold the child'e hands as, he jumps and gets the new feeling,
of a surface that:,rebounds as-he moves, 'ALs the child gains
security, the teacher can'remove actual suppert,butremain
nearby. ,

b. When juMping,frowthe inner tubeforMini..tramp the
landing on the bard floor_ia quite different. Remind the
children to land With bent.knees to-abiorb the'shock of the
hard surface:

c. TO etoP:the'moVelmitt onrilrebeendiniaerfaci', the land-
.

prig should.,be withbent/itneee,aims.out-for,helen'Oet..
d.- On theitrampeline,,-there ate-'seVerel'-sensatiOns to,

consider:- '.the *trangenesai the Si Zeof thef,troWOoline bed,
the height:of the 'iramPoline,-,and::the-:reiction':Of the:eIaa7

Dieeiiisiek, a ciaie:Of the characteristics of the
trampoline-befori,gettingon-4t-IMik,reduee-aoMe7faara. Do
not force'7A-Chltd,to get on. Usually after seeinethe brav7
est ones injey:themsilvegist-other,Ohildren)will try it--
perhaps net-tho'first timi,,hut maYbe,-ehinext'time.

f_
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e. At first have the child sit or crawl if he is not ready
to walk around the bed. A teenager or adult can join him
bn his first stroll around the bed.

f. Point out the center of the bed (it is marked) and
tell him to stay there and see if he can jump up and down.
Be certain that he stays near the center. Can he turn
around as he jumps?)
(Note: Before doing these activities on the trampoline,
have the children review them on the ground.)

P3 35. (Note: Review basic jumping 5, 6,_ 9, 10. Attach one end
of a long jump rope to a chair or sturdy Object; sWing the
other end back and forth. 'Place child at the center of the
rope facing the teacher. Give him' verbal signals to jump
as the rope is slowly swinging-back and forth. Tell him
to watch the teacher's hand as it makes the rope move.
Children tend to move away from the center of the rope, so
it is helpful to tarie an X on the floor under the center of
the rope.)

P3 36. (While the teacher turns the rope in complete circles, she
leads t4e'ehildrae inIMELME-T!iumO" at the aPiiroPria, time.
Be sure that theY are.watchinK.the:turner'a haridsHaVe
them clap.,and_sitx "lump!' asthey watch-the turning hands.-
Standing ontside the rope they JOM.V.An place at the appro-
priate time;, :When the rhythm of the tUrning-and jumping

.

.

have been established, it is time:to rry the' actual rope
jP111Ping.). Row telum. times.can you jump7

P3 37. Mote: Some Children may be ready to tri, running into-a
. =

turninirope.-: 1t deor!!..in" which

therepe is'itarnitwdountO4ar4.:the:IUMper.', jumper

Jost fOliOwa tha-roOijdtotteA0Ping aPoe. Firat:d6Val,01,
thetiming of the entry.' Little childrenr_hAVe siewer reaction
time, so the-signal hal to be adjnsted adcOrdidgly.,_ Usually
.as:the rope is at ita peak, the approach-should begin. Use

a verbal signal in.-addition tà the'yia44:=- (firat turn)
!'ready,"'(aecond_tuth)'"set,",(third inrn):'idtTand:the
-child enters-the.turning rope,on"!tg6,;7: _to.deveiop:thig
timing,have.the'child.praetice runaing,through-the rope,
not stnOpini'toAumiseveral times Ontil hil'has mastered
the timing Of entry.) dan You run tfirough, the:;turning rope?
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Can you run in front door and jump? Can you run In,
102, and run out?

p4 38. (Short rope or individual rope jumping is more complex:
not only does 'the child have to jump the rope, he alpo
has to turn it. That is quite a challenge of coordinating
arm and leg movements. . Short ropes should be available
and examples of jumping rope should .be seen7-the teadher
or older children. Some children have been observed to
have more sUccese jumping bacicward- than forWard.' Perhaps
a child would be more successful if he jumped' a' hula
hoop he Wes turning--at least the jumping space might be
more reliable than if he used a rope whiCh ':succumbs to
gravity .when the child does not have enough speed and force
in turning. Heavy-weight rope is More desirable than
light-weight rope for the same reason.)

cl
pi

A. LOCMOTION

4. HOPPING

Can you stand on one foot Can 'you stand on. the other .
foot? (notice the use of the aims for balance)

c I 2. Can you stand on one foot' with your eves closed?, Let's
see if you can do it while .count .to 5 Caw- yon count_ . .

. . .

p5 to 5 with- me? . .Goiria-:.. Can: iinnetend on tbe
tiler. font .with.yeur :eyes clesed while I count ,to

1-2-3-45. I wondOr if anyone can s tend on one :foot
while I count te..t04- Ready?: 11.23;4-5-8-7-8:9-101'

pl . Can you hop up and- ,doiin om-one feot? Can yoU hop on the
other foot? (Note: One objective is ,to _develop, the ,

ability to hop, on either-, foot- With, equilebility. This
will:contribute te, the- learning:ef the. skip:: :.Hopping ,is
tiring. ,: Children will r need t o,beild:np 1 leii.-strength and
endurance before- they Can If'op ufor:-leng,perieds of _time.)

c2. A. Can_you hop forwerd? Are you lending-softly en yOur
. . ,

c3: foot? Try hopping forward with' the other, foot.
.
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p2 5. Can you hop on one apot? Are your hops Quiet and soft?

P5 Try hopping on your spot with your other foot.

c3 6. Can you hop over these lines? -(Draw 6 parallel chalk lines
p2 about 6 inches apart. Later1 to increase the difficulty,

P3 add more lines and/or increase the distance between lines
p4 to 8, then 10 /ache's. Encourage children to cry bOth right

and left feet.)

P3 7. Can you hop in these quares? CDraw a straight row:of
p4 8-inch squares-. :Later Ancrease-the siieof the squares

P5 to fit the children's hopping capabilities.
To further increaae,difficulty stagger the squares: in a
zigzag pattern or form:a circle:of-squares.7.
If squares:cad be colored, 04., alternating red and b/ue,
ask the children if they:can hop only in the red ones.)
Have children try both feet.

c2 8. Can you hop sideward? (Note: At another time uae pat-
p4 terns of squares described above in number 7--straight,

curved, zigzag to increase difficulty.)

c2 9. Can you hop backward? Can you do it with your other foot?
p4

p2 1 (Draw, a straight line orijay a.rope,012,the. ground or floor.)
p3 Can you hop back and..forth- across the liape?. Can yod start

at this end and hop back and forth until you reach the
, . .

other end? Try.it with the other. foot.,
,

Oati:_vo0hOp in and'out of the h p lyi g',Ow:the: gr Uhd?
Try with your other foot.

Can Vou hop Cmier this icipeZ (Hold'the rope,2-3-inches
abova the ground. :,Incriase difficulty' by holding rope
an-inah'or-two,higher,depeOdiPg1UponVour'obaSiveitiOn
of'hoi high thechiidAs hoOping:::,LOW,for;ind:incOurige
the'eiwihgof the-Sims and of'the nön7hopping'leg,toassist
in inereaeing the height `'et, the hOp ) Try. eseh` ftiote

16-,
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p4 13. Can you hop and turn around? caa you hop and turn around
P5 the other way? Try your other foot. Can you hop and

turn arounet and Luz in one ppot? That's really hard!

c2 14. Can you hop !slowly? Can you hop guickiv? Tty your other
p6 foot--first slowly, then quickly. Can you hop slowly or

quickly as I flat, my hands (or beat the drum)? Don't let
me trick you.

c2 15. Can you start hopping Ilexa and then hop faster and fast-
p4 er?. That's right,. 1 Can aee yOu speed up yOur hopping.

This time:start hopping fast and then hop,otower and slow-
er until you atop. Can you do'the samedhadge of apeed
with your other foot?

c2 16. Can you take M.B. hops? Can you take little hops. That
P5 is good; I can see the difference in the size of the hop 0-

Tty your other foot.

c2 17. Can you take big,. ilow.hops? Tty your 'other foot. Can
P5 you take little, fast hops? Try,the other foot. Which foot
c4 likes to go fast and uhidh likes:to go slow? Start with

your slew, kitkieps on one Limit, then:cheese to your fast,
little hops on the other foot.'

c2 18 Can you take a little hop and then make the next-one.
p4 bigger and the next one bigRer? This_time 'pan you do the

oppositestart with a Isia'hoP and .then keep inak*ng them
smaller and smaller? Try your other foot firet going
-from small to ,bigger, than have your hopa get smaller
and sma 1 ler .

c2
c4

19. Can you.hoP 2 tithes oe oee:foOtand then2, times on the.
1.9.rlier.ifoc4t1: con,:yau:40-1t:WithOnt. itoPPagAil betWeen?
.itart-r,aloW/y;'.114,. hop, changehop,,,hop,:,rest.
AittWfaitet: -hap,.hopchinge, hop,' hop,,rapt. (Note:
When'thia:Oan be done.g.M4000.repeat=the pattern'2iiMes'

. _
, . : . .

before leating. Do not ineW the-increasing of the nOMber'
s:iffiMes:theLpattorn,ia'repeatea0EneenrAge.forward Move-

,-Ment0 The'abiliik_Walternate, use:of ,thiA feet while
MoVing forward shOuld_tnen into skipping..

.
. .
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If the chf,,,i can akip, accompany his movements with a pat-
tern of uL_ ,fm clapping or beating the drum with whith
he can it7f ty the skip movement in contrast to the even
rhythm of iog.)

A. (MOTION

5. GALLOPTNG

p2 l Are you ready to .gallop on your pony? Glddyup, ponies!
P3 Whoa! With so many ponies galloping in the corral, what
a2 happens? Yea, we have bumps. Can you gallop more care-

fully?

Before your pony feet get too tired, try galloping with
p4 the other foot leading. Giddyupl

e2 3. Can you gallop more slowly and softly? Try slow and quiet
p4 galloping with your other foot in front.

p2 4. Can you be a team of ponies and gallop beside a partner?
P3 Perhaps you add your partner will need:to go sloWly at
s3 first until you get used to being e team.'

a2 5. Can you be a towboV, (Peniols) on his Egqi,rounding up the
p2 cattle? Let me see if I can,tell when you are just'keeping

the herd together and when:You:are-chasing' alter a wandering
maverick? 'What ii a maveriek?': A talf who 'doesnft- atair.with

the herds-

a2 6. Ca* yo0-.1014ip.;lihe a...circua Rom in the ring? Do fancy -
p4 circus 'take big: iliteps -or' litt le. tope? bo raia

,

el their knees:_high?- What do their heada do as they prance
around the ring?

,Caplrou gallop like the riders in a parade'? -Do the
.

_
horses really go faSt'in the:parade?,-Thegirls can be the
pa4Ji_ridrs and the'boYs tan be-their estotts.

_Phonograph reeord "Thii is thejiaY,the Lady _Rides" ("Happy
Dance,Recordings4G40
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A.

BODY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

CURLING, ROLLING, ROTATING, STRETCHING, TWISTING

e2 1. Can you stretch tall? Can you curl up small? (Repeat two

b3 or three times.)

p4 2. Can you stay curled except for stretching one part of your

cl body? (Note: if there is poor response to the task, sug-

b3 gest stretching a specific part. It is desirable to let chil-

dren think for themselves as much as possible, so do not

rush to give them a hint.)

p4 3. How many different parts of your body can you stretch one

el at a time? (Note: Again it may be necessary to give children
b3 suggestions at first--one arm, one leg, etc.)

p4 4. How many different parts of your body can you curl one at

cl a time? How will your body have to be before you can start
b3 to curl?

c1,2 5. Can you stretch all parte of your body? How about your

p4 fingers and toes? Your face?
b3

c1,2 6. Can you curl all parta of your body? What happens to your

p4 arms, legs, back when you curl up? (body parts bend)
b3

c2 7. Do you feel you could fit inside a big ball? Could you
p415 .roll like a ball? What happens if your body parts don't

stay, together? Could you still roll like a ball?

c2 8. In which direction can you roll? Can you roll sideward? tan
p5,1 you roll forward? Put your hands on the floor but keep your

head and back curled as you roll forward._. .

c1,2 9. Can you curl up so your feet are on top and your back is
p4,1 on the bottomZ

c2 10. Can you _quickly stretch all your parts?
b3

c2 11. Can you stretch all your parts and keep very low? Are you

P1 lacing_ the floor (ground) or facing,the ceiling (sky)?
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c2 12. Can you change from low t hilt and stretch all your parts?

c1,2 13. Can you bend your arms and legs but not curl up? How many
p4 different parte canyou bend without curling into a ball?
b3 Do you think you are a crooked or a straight shape with

all your parts bent?

c2 14. (Each child is sitting on the floor with a beanbag in both
p4 his hands.) How Quickly can you put the beanbag where I
b3 tell you? Ready to begin?

in front of you
beside you
above you
behind you
underneath you

(Note: Repeat, varying the order and the tempo With which
the directions are given. Have the children stand and place
the beanbag at different locations. This can be used as a
form of "Simon Says" game.)

cl 15. (Each child has a beanbag.) Haw quickly can you put the
beanbng where I tell you?

your knee
(:). your head
or your shoulder
on your foot
on y.)ur elbow
on your stomach

7your wrist
on your back
under your chin
etc.

(Note: For increasing difficulty, make the directions more
specific: on your right foot, on your left shoulder, etc.

b3 16. Play the singing game, "Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes"
cl from Educational Dance Recordings Album SG-1, "nappy Times.
al
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17. How quickly can you change your position? sit--stand--squat--

p1,4 lie on your stomach--stand on one foot--on your hands and
b3 knees--on your back--etc.

c2 18. Who can show me a position that is low? Who can show me a

p4 position that is high?

p1,4 19. Who can show me a good position for resting?

cl 20. Play the singing game, "Let Your Feet Go Tap, Tap, Tap"
from Educational Dance Recordings Album SG-1, "Happy Times."

c2 21. What does a bridge look like? (Note: Perhaps a picture
p2,1 of a bridge will be necessary to show the concept.) Who
b3 can make a bridge with his body? What parts are touching

the floor? What parts are off the floor? How are bridges
used? (for going over things like rivers or going under
things like other roads)

el 22. How many things can you find to go under on the playground
p1,2. (or in the room)? (Note: It may be necessary to devise

a few "bridges" beforehand.) Can you go under the bridges
without touching them? Can you go under the bridges feet
first or some other unusual way?

p1,2 23. Do we have any bridges that you can cross? (for example,
benches, balance boards, extension ladder lying horizontal,
etc.)

c2 24. Can you make a bridge with z2aL boly so someone else can
p4,2 go under it? "MaryV can you go under "John's" bridge
s3 without touching? Now it's '14ary's" turn to make a bridge

b3 for "John" to go under without touching.

p4,2 25. Can we put several people together and make a long tunnel?
53 I wonder if "Eddie" can go all the way through the tunnel

without touching the walls? (Note: Have the first child
to go through the tunnel take his position at the end of
the group and the next child then takes his turn crawling
under the children, and so on.)



p4,2 26. Get some large cardboard boxes and open both ends so they
may be used as bridges or a tunnel. A sheet draped over
a rope in tent-fashion may be used as a tunnel. Very the
size of the bridges and tunnels to increase the difficulty
of moving without contact.

27. Movable playground equipment such as the trestles and planks
or boxes and planks can be used to build bridges for smusa.

p4,2 28. (Stretch a long rope a few inches off the ground. One end
c2 may be tied to a post and the teacher holds the other end,

ready to let go if a child gets caught in the rope.) Can
you get over the rope? Can you get over the rope backwards?

p4,2 29. (Raise the long rope to 12-18 inches from the ground.)
c1,2 Who can go under the rope without teuching it? Who can go
b3 under the rope head firatl Be careful not to touch the

rope. Who can go under the rope feat first? Can you think
of a differential.. to go under the rope?

p4,1, 30. (Hold the rope 10-12 inches above the ground.) Who can go
2 Over the rope hands firat? Instead of putting your feet

c1,2 over first, you put your hands on the other side of the
rope first. (This may produce a forward roll or cartwheel-
type movement. Encourage the forward roll by suggesting
the child keep curled and put his hands over the rope first.
Encourage the cartwheel by suggesting that the child keep-
stretched and go over the rope sideward, hands first. The
surface under the rope should be safe for the child to fall
on--a mat, a rug, or grass.)

p4,2 (Hold two long ropes parallel and 8-10 inches apart about
4-6 inches above the ground.) Who can cross both ropes_
at once? (repeat several times)

p4,2 32. (Raise two ropes to 12-18 inches from ground.) Who can
b3 go under both ropes without touching then? (repeat several

times)

p4,2 33. (Lower the rope which is nearer the children to 4-6 inches
b3 from the ground.) Who can go.over the first rope and under

the secend rope without touching?

p4,2 34. (Have children approach the higher rope first. Incre se
b3 the distance between ropes to 18-24 inches.) Who can go

under the first rope and over the second rope without touch-

Lae
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c4 35. Wave children approach the lower rope first, with the
p2,4 ropes 30-36 inches apart. Can you lutalp over the first rope,

curi, and roll under the second rope without touching.?

p4,2 36. (Hold one rope about 18 inches above the ground.) Can you

e2 go under the rope in a curled shape? Did you keep all your
parts tucked in so you didn't touch the rope?

c2 37. Can you go under the rope in a stretched shape? Can you

p2,3 go under the rope in a stretched shape sideward? Can you
go under the rope in a stretched shape feet first?

c2 38. Can you turn around quickly1 Keep turning7-stop before
p1,4 you get dizzy. What were you doing? (twirling, spinning,

rotating)

c2 39. Who can turn the Asoahalf of his body;but keep his feet
p1,4 stuck on one spot? What were yoU doing? (twisting) Can

b3 you twist in any other way? Remember, one end twists but
the other end stays put.

p4 40. How far can you twist your body--then quickly untwist?

b3 Can you twist the other way and quickly, untwist? What
happens to your arms when you do that? Try it and find
out.

el 41. Who can twist just one o_r_t of his body at a time? I wonder

p4 if you can try to twist a different part each time? Do

b3 all parts of your body twistl (no) Which is easier for
your body to do--twist or bend? (bend)

p1,4 42. Who can try twistinxin another position? (lying down,

b3 sitting)

B.. SUSPENDING, SWINGING, SUPPORTING, LANDING

Horizontal bars of varying distances from the ground
are necessary to accommodate the differences in children's
heights. The lowest bar should be about 2 feet high, or
about chest high for the small child. The surface under
the bars should be free of protruding and unsafe objects
such as concrete and stones. Sand, sawdust, padded mats
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or synthetic safety surfaces are highly desirable under

the equipment. It is essential that children not work

in crowded conditions.
WARNING. Work in whiCh the body weight is borne by

the hands requires 4 gradual increaSing of arm and shoul-

der strength and increasing the toughness of the palms.

Big, painful blisters on the palms can develop quickly

unless the amount of work at one time is limited according

to the condition of the hands.

p1,4 1. (Low bar, chest high) Can you hold on to the bar with

your hands? Let me see haw you have your hands. Some

people have their palms facing them and some people have

their palms facing out. Let's try holding onto the bar

with palms facing in-.-that is the underhand grip. Now

let's try holding with the palms facing out--that is the

overhand grip. Who can think of another tallito place his

hands on the bars? (one palm facing in and the other facing

out) (Note: Cheek that the thumbs are around the bar,

on the opposite side from the fingers, for additional

strength and control of the grip.)

bl 2. (Low bar, chest high) Can you hold onto the bar with an

p1,4 overhand grip and swinK under? Do.you need to lift your

feet so you can ming under?

(Low bar, chest high) Can you keep holditul the bar, duck

your head, and run back and forth under the bar?

4. (Low bar, chest high) Can you hold onto the bar and bring

your knees "tato your chest? Can anyone do a trick from

that position? (For example the child may hook one or

both knees over the bar, or skin the cat.")

bl 5.

81,2
p1,2,4

(Law bar, chest high) As children become stronger and

more confident, they may try activities demonstrated by

older children. Beware of instilling unnecessary fear in

the child by being over-cautious and over-protective. It

is more important that the surface under the equipment be

checked to be as safe as possible. Review wlth children

the skills of landing when jumping from a height and roll-

ing in a curled shape. The important learning is to relax,

tuck _mti head ts the chest, and roll with tja, fall.

bl 6. (Horizontal bar over child's reaching height; the fearful

p1,4 child should be able to reach his bar stretched from his

sl tiptoes while the more daring may want to be 2 or 3 feet

off the ground.) How can you Ettumand hang from this

bar? (Note: For the fearful child, lift him up to provide

the assurance he can get up there but encourage him to bear
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most of his weight. His confi_ence wIll build gradually
with adult assistance, verbally and manually.)

bl 7. Can you hang from this bar using the three different kinds
p1,4 of grip?

bl 8. Can you hang and swing your body back and forth? (Note:
p1,4 5 Child should use overhand grip.)

bl 9. Can you hang and swing your body from side to side?
p1,4,5

bi 10. Can you hang, and kick your legs back and forth (alternate-
p4,5 W)?

bl 11. Can you hang and lift your knees up high? Can you lift
p4 just one knee at a time?

bl 12. As the child's strength and confidence grow, he may try
s1,2 other stunts on the high bar.

bl 13. (Horizontal ladder, higher than child's reach with rungs
p4 close enough for him to reach out and grasp comfortably.)

Can you do the same tricks you did on the bar--swing back
and forth, swing from side to side, kick your legs back
and forth?

c3 14. Do you remember how to land when you jump from something
p4 high? That's right--relax and bend your lefts when you
sl land. Can you drop from the ladder and land softly?

(Practice several times)

bl 15. Can you cross the ladder going from hand to hand? (Note:
s1,2 As in stair climbing, the early stage of crossing the hori-

zontal ladder consists of advancing one hand and then the
other hand is brought up to the same rung rather than alter-
nating the reaching hand. This pattern will persist longer
than necessary if the distance between rungs is too great
for the child to reach with alternate hands._ The a1ter
nating of hands is assisted by the sideward/diagonal swing-
ing of the body.)
(Note: The worditig of this task, "Can you cross the Ladder?"
would permit crossing the TOP of the ladder. Although that
is not the intent at this particular time, it would be worth
incorporating at another time. Some adults deny this activ-
ity to children because of the possible danger of falling.
It is tmportant that children gain security in high places
whether stationary or moving. Rarely will.a child attempt
this feat unless he is reasonably sure he can do it. How-
ever, it is also important that children who want to cross



the.ladder in the usual suspended manner not be bothered
or interfered with by children on top of the ladder. It

will be necessary to stress mutual consideration for other
people's choice of activities on the equipment.)

bl 16. (Hanging rope, sturdy enough to support children--perhaps
p4 one inch in diameter.) Can you reach up high and take hold

of the rope? Can you lift your feet off the ground?

bl 17. Can you swing on the rope? Bring the rope back here (a
p4,5 few steps away from where the rope naturally falls). Take

hold up high, and there you go! (Note: Some children may
take some running steps to build up momentum for swinging.)

bl 18. Same children may try climbing the rope.
s1,2

al 19. (Have child lie on a box, bench, or similar low platform
p1,4 about 12 inches high.) Can you put your hands on the floor,

bend your head and roll forward? Let's try it again. First,

put your hands down. Are your arms straight? (yes) What

is your body resting on? (hands and box) Tuck your head

and roll forward. Keep curled and land softly.

sl 20. (Draw two hands a child's shoulder width apart.)
p1,4,5 Can you put your hands on the pictures and kick your feet

up higyl? Can you kick both feet at the same time? Be care-

ful of your neighbors.

sl 21. Can anyone balance on his hands for a second? if you lose

p1,4,5 your balance, just bend your head to your chest and curl
up into a roll.

sl 22. (Add a circle above the two hands.) Can you put your hands

p1,4,5 on the picture and your head in the circle? Can you bal-
ance on your head and hands? If you start to fall, just
curl up and roll.

C. PUSHING, PULLINO, LIFTING

bl 1: Can you push against this wall? Are you pushing with all
p1,5 yot_tr_ strength? What are you using to push against the wall?
c3 (hands) Can you push against the wall with another part
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4

of your body? (back, feet) Could you move the wall when
you pushed against it? If we all pushed together could we
move the wall? 1-y.1W can't we move the wall? (too big, not
enough force or strength)

Can you find different ways to push against the floor?
(different positions can be taken--standing, lying, kneel-
ing; different body parts can be in contact with the floor)
What part of you was pushing against the floor? What posi-
tion were you in when you were pushing? What happens if
you lie face down on the floor, bend your arms, and push
against the floor with your hands? What is that called
when you do that? (push-up) Can you stand and push with
just your toes? Can you do tiptoe push-ups? (rising and
lowering on tiptoes)

c3 3. What happens if you squat down or crouch with bent legs
p1,4 and--oops! don't sit down!---and PUSH off with your feet?

(jump) Can you find some other ways to use your feet in
Pushing? (hands and feet on floor; pushing with feet, ly-
ing on back and sliding on floor)

pl 4. The first time we tried to move the wall by pushing and
c3 it did not move. Then we tried moving ourselves by push-

ing. Can we find something else in the room to push?
(chair, cage ball, table, big block, cardboard or wooden
box, wagon) What makes it hard to push? (any surface
causing friction will increase difficulty) What makes
pushing easy? (wheels, light weight) What happens if
you push a tall box or block or chair at the top? (it
falls over) What happens if you push just below the mid-
dle? (more effective to push through center of gravity)

3 5. Was there anything you found too big to push by yourself?
P5 Would it help if two people pushed together? How are you

going to work together? Which direction do you want to
go? So where will you have to stand? (together on the__
side opposite to the direction in which they wish to move
an object) Are you pushing through the middle?

s3 6. Who is ready to have some fun with a partner? Can you find
bl a partner who is about your size? When you were pushing
pl against the wall and the other things, you kept your hands
c3 against the object you were pushing. Don't forget that

is how to push. (Note: Do not allow bumping or ramming)
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Can one partner be a "rock" or a "mountain" and the other
partner try to move the "rock" by pushing against his back?
What is the "rock" doing? (pushing against pusher or resist-
ing) It is time to trade jobs.

s3 7. Can both partners push against each other's backs? Before
pl you start, be sure your backs are against each other. Per-
bi haps if we hook our elbows together it will work better.

What else is doing the pushing in addition to our backs?
(legs and feet are pushing against the floor)

e3 (cage ball 24 to 36 inches in diameter--a large inflated
bl ball covered with canvas--or similar sturdy but resilient
p4 object) Divide children in two teams of 2-3 players. Try
a3 to push the ball to opposite ends of the room or specified

space. Any part of the body may be used to push. (A heavy-
duty large denim bag stuffed with rags or pillows may be
substituted.)

c2 9. 1 wlander if anyone will be able to ident fy pushing when
we use it in other ways this week. Perhaps we can start
a list of work we do by:pushing or a list of other kinds
of pushing.

bl 10. (Note: Tie strong rope firmly to an immovable object such
c3 as a swing frame or fence support) Can you pull on the
pl rope? What happens to the rope when you pull? (it becomes

taut or a straight line) Can you use the rope to pull your-
self closer to the swing frame? Keep the rope straight
as you move closer, hand over hand.

bl 11. (Note: Suspend strong rope by tying it so it hangs about
pl 6 inches from the ground. Child lies on his back holding

the rope with his hands.) Can you pull ypur body off the
ground? Reach high and pull hard with your arms. Can
you pull yourself right up until standing? No fair using
your feet to push!!
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bl 12. (Horizontal bar higher than Child's head) Can you pull
c3 yourself up?--and then let yourself down slowly? (Note:
pl The underhand grip or palms facing the child is easier than

the overhand grip or palms facing outward, but encourage
them to try both grips. The child will have to be reminded
to keep his thumb in opposition to the fingers in grasping
the bar.)

bl 13. (Jungle gym or monkey bars Can you hang from the bars
pl and do pullzmgE on the jungle gym? Make your arms do the

work.

bl 14. (Climbitig rope or climbing pole) Can you pull with your
pl arms to climb the pole? Maybe your feet and legs can help'

you climb.

bl 15. Can you find a partner who is about your size? Can you
s3 take hold of hands as if you were going to shake hands
P1 with your partner? That's it. Can you pull against each

other? Careful, pulling is not jerking. Let's have a lit-
tle contest. If I draw a line between you, who can pull
his partner across the line?

s3 16. Can you take your partner's hands--both hands? Wait until
bl I put this ball (or plastic bottle, or bean bag) between
c3 you. Can you pull your partner across the ball? Are you

ready? Get setgo! What are you learning to do to get
ready to pull? (legs apart, in direction of pull; body
crouched; firm grip. Some discussion and experimentation
may follow to develop better understanding of preparation
for pulling.)

s3 17. (Rubber ball about 8 inches in diameter) Can you find a
bl partner about your size? Both of you put your arms around

the ball. Who can pull the ball away when I give the sig-
nal? Ready? Set--go!

s3 18. Today let have a pulling game with three people about
bl the same size. Join hands in a little circle around this
pl hoop (or small circle chalked on the floor). Who can ksaa

from being pulled into the hoop when I say go? Ready? Set--
go!



s3 19. (A jump rope, 8 to 12 feet long, about as thick as an adult's

bl thumb) Can you find a partner who is about your size for

a tug of war contest? I am putting a line halfway between
you two (draw a line or lay a string about 3 feet long ber-

tween them). Who can pull his partner across the line--
WITHOUT JERKING? Ready? Set--gol

s3 20. This time let's have a tug of war with two pullers on each

bl side. Ready? Setgo!

s3 21. Note: There are many opportunities for small children to
c3 assist the teacher in lifting equipment or to join each

131 other in lifting equipment. It is good to point out how
cooperation allows them to do work they could not do alone.

Take the opportunity to discuss the need to have enough
people helping to do the work without strain or danger;
the procedure of standing close to the object to be lifted,

.
to bend the legs and let the straightening of the legs do
the work rather than the back muscles; and the nited for all
lifters to be-gin at the same time--perhaps with-a signal.

P 1

b
s 1

D. CLIMBING

1. (Jungle gym or monkey bars) Can you climb around the sides
of the jungle gym? (moving sideward)? Can you climb higher
on the jungle gym? Can you climb in and out of the bars?
(Note: Hard-soled shoes are dangerous for climbing on the
pipes of a jungle-gym. Sneakers or tennis shoes or bare
feet are better.)

p4 2. Can you climb the stai 0? (Use normal stairs in a build-
ing if possible. Look for the child's ability to alter-
nate the leading foot.) Can you elimb down the stairs?
(Note his need to hold onto railing or similar assistance.
Very likely the adult-size stairs are not a true test of
the child's ability to alternate his leading foot because
his stride is still too short.)

al 3. If movable stairs--3-4 steps high--are available, ask the
c3 child to climb up. and jump down toward the side. Some Play-
p4 ground equipment has a climbing platform with a fireman's

pole for the child to descend.



sl 4. The distance between steps of an adult-size stepladder
p4 is usually too great for a child to climb: however, short

step ladders could be tried.

p4
sl

(A plank at a slight slope--perhaps 10-15 degrees) Can
you climb the hill made by this plank? (Note: Increase
steepness of the slope to make this more challenging.
Additional ways to increase difficulty are to use a nar-
rower plank or to use a thick, rounded pole.)

sl 6. If large wooden blocks are available, encourage children
p4 to pile them in varying heights and to climb over and on

the pile of blocks. Check the natural environment for
piles of stone or rock as possible climbing sites. Some
playgrounds include old telephone poles of various heights
set into the ground for children to climb.

bl 7. Perpendicular and slanted pipes firmly imbedded in the
sl ground are challenging to climb. Children wrap their legs
p1,4 around the pole and they grasp the pole between crossed

ankles in order to combine the pull of the arms with the
push of the legs. Some bare-foot children may "walk" up
the pole in a monkey-like climb. Note that some climbing
activities using a climbing rope or pole were presented
in the previous section.

s3 8. Take the children on an outdoor hike up a hill--the more
bl natural the setting, the better.
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A.

p2,4 1.

c4 2.

p1,4

p2,3 3.

p2,3 4.

5.

NANIPULATORY CONTJWL ACTIVITIES

PROJECTICU

I. ROLLING

(PG-6 rubber ball, child sitting on the floor) Cae you

roll the ball around yourself? (Note: This requires the

ability to change hands manipulating the ball.) Can you

stand up and roll the ball around yourself?

(Child sitting with legs extended) Can you roll the ball

down your legs? Gan you lift your legs together so the

ball rolls back to your hands? Can you roll the ball

down and back without stappiag?

(Partners sitting fairly close, facing each other, legs

spread) Can you roll the ball te your partner? Let's

make it harder by having you move farther apart. Can you

still roll the ball to your partner? If that
easy, move farther apart again.

Did you notice thar'when yoU get ao far apart'it is diffi-

cult to roll the ball pitting down? Try standing up and

see if you can roll the ball to your partner?

Can you roll the ball to your partner with one hand? (Note:

p.,2,3,4 Check their feet for opposition. The foot on the side oppo-

site the rolling hand should step forward. If not, ask

them to try rolling with the opposite foot stet:Wing. forward.)

P3 6. (One partner stands in front of a wall, fence or similar

s3 kind of obstacle, feet spread apart.)- Can Yen roll the

c3 ball between your partner's legs? Take three turns and

let Your Partner have his turns. Are you getting the ball

to roll smoothly? Do yoU know why the ball goes bumpy?

(ball is dropped instead of released on the surface)

a3 7. (PG-6 rubber ball) Can you roll the ball along the line

p2,3 on the floor (or other smooth surface)? Caa you roll the

ball straight and fast? Be careful your ball doesn't get
bumpy because you hurry too much. Let's have a race among

all the balls. Reaay? Set--gol 0111 You can't win the

race if your ball goes crooked.
-

Can you roll the ball in a straight path and race with it

yourself? Let's all roll our balls straight ahead so me
don't have any collisions.
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a3 9. Let s see who are faster--the runners or the rolling, balls?
82,3 One partner get ready to roll the ball, the other partner
c4 stand beside him ready to run. Are you all on the starting

line? Ready? Set--go! Change jobs and we'll race again.

(Note: For the following tasks use a 6-inch diameter rub-
ber ball.)

83 10. (Place two markers. e.g.1, plastic bottles or milk cartons
p2,3 about 3 feet apart and about 5 feet from. a rolling line.)

Can you roll the ball between these 2 markers 3 times?
Then let your partner have his turn. Let me know when you'
can roll the ball through the target 3 times. I have
a harderjob for you to do: rolling the ball from 10 feet
away can you get through 3 times? Then from 15 feet away
can you get through 3 times? (Note: For the more skillful,
make the challenge to roll through the target 3 times
in a row without missing. Be alert if this is too frustrat-
ing and, if so, ease the challenge.)

p2,3 11. It looks as if I will have to make the challenge more diffi-
82,3 cult!. Let's make the target smaller (about 30 inches apart).

Who can roll the ball between the markers 3 times? (Note:
For those who are not too successful, continue to let them
try from 5 and 10 feet away to insure their success; for
the more skillful, use distances of 10 and 15 feet.) Let
your partner have hia turn before you move back to the far-
ther distance.

p2,3 12. If you passed that challenge, then it i time to make it
82,3 even more difficult; let's make the target smaller. (Reduce

width to 24 inches, rolling from 5, 10, 15 feet away.)

p2,3 13. I thidk this is just about as hard as I can make thisl Who
s2.3 can roll the ball between the markers 3 times when they are

only this far apart? (width reduced to 18 inches) Can you
roll the ball through:5 times?

p2,3 14.
. 82,3

1)2,3 15.
82,3

At F later date have the child stand 10 feet *gay and roll
at targets of progreaelvely.smaller widths, rolling:through
each target 3 times before MoVing to the-,next smaller width.

For children who ,tJan accomplish-theprevioustask, have them
roll from 15 feci.: away at-progressively smaller targets



p2,3 16. At another time, have the children roll the ball through

$2,3 the target 5 times before they move to the next smaller

target.

83 17. (Place a large wooden construction block 18-24 inches long

132,3 on its side, about 10 feet away from child who is rolling.
His partner will stand behind the blodk to return the ball.)
Can you roll the ball and hit the block? Can you hit the

block 3 times? Let your partner have a turn.

c3 18. If you can hit the big block, can you hit the smaller (12

p2,3 inches long) 3 times? What are you doing that helps,. you

83 hit the target? (rolling the ball straight and mmooth,
keeping eyes on target) Change jobs with your partner.

(Note: To stimulate their efforts further, place a bell

or some other noise-maker on the block so that when the
block is hit a special sound is heard.)

P2,3 19. Can you roll the ball from farther away (15 feet) and hit

the small block 3 times? Think hard about limins and roll-
ILA the ball smoothly. (Notet Perhaps there will be an
appropriate time to remind the child about rolling with
the opposite foot stepping forward, or he may be swinging
his orm across his body rather than toward the target.
Give hints as they are needed.)

p2,3 20. (Set up 10 "bowling pins"--plastic bott es or milk cartons--

83 in a triangular pattern, 10 feet from a rolling line) Can

83 you roll the ball at the bowling pins? How Tsar can yon

knock down? Set them up agate and give your partner a Wm.
(Note: To increase the challenge change the distance to

15 feet.)

p2,3 21. When you go bowling with the big folks, you get 2 tries

s3 to knock all the pins down. How manv,can Yoe knock down

83 in 2 tries? (Note: Remove the toppled pins before the

c4 second ball is rolled.) After you roll the ball 2 times,
set all the pins up and give your partner his turn to roll

the ball twice. Do you know what it is called if you knock
all the bowling pins down with the first ball? (strike)
What is it called if you knock all the pins down with 2

tries? (spare)



83 22. (Set up 2 markers to make a goal 5 feet wide. One partner
p2,3 stands in front of the goal and tries to keep the ball from
c3 going between markers.) Can you roll the ball through the
a3 goal if your partner is trying to block the ball? How are

you going to fool him? (pretend to roll to one side but
actually roll to the other; roll quickly before the partner
is ready) Trade jobs with your partner.

p2,3 23. (Group of 3-5 children standing with their backs to a wall
83 or fence about 10-15 feet wide; child with a ball about
a3 10-12 feet away.) Benny, can you roll the ball and hit
c3 one of the children on the legs? That would be easy if they

stood still, but they can move around to dodge the ball.
Benny, if you hit one of the children on the legs, he has
to take your place. (Note: After the children play the
game, begin to ask questions about strategy: where should
the roller aim? how can the dodgers fool the roller?)

A. -PROJECTION

2. THROWING FOR DISTANCE

p4 1. (Beanbags,or, if necessary, a small sponge ball or tennis
c2 ball) How far can you throw? Good, go get your awn bean-
bl bag and come back to the line. (Note: Observe what throw-

ing pattern the child uses--overhand, underhand, or side-
arm.) Wait until all the children are back at the line
before you throw again.

p2,4 2. (While the children were throwing, determine an approximate
distance that all children could throw "on the fly" (before
the ball touches the ground.) Then set up marker this
distance from the throwing line--perhaps 10-15 feet.) Can
you throw your beanbag beyond this line? (Note: Do not
emphasize that the ball has to be "on the fly" when it -

crosses the line. Assuming that all children are able to
pass the first distance, move the marker 5 feet further
away.) Can you throw this far? (Continue to move the
marker as long as the children are successful. Observe
approximate abilities for future setting of goals.)
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p2,4
03

(Blank wall or similar large target area, beanbags. Chil-

dren stand 12-15 feet away.) Hew hard can you throw the
beanbag at the wall? Can you 'smash" the beanbag against
the wall? (Repeat several times, emphasizing throwing hard.
Very likely an overhand pattern will be used. Have children
observe a child who shows a strong overhand throw.) Can you
throw like Tony?

c3 4. (Draw or tack a targe -e.g., a star--on the wall about 5

p2,3 feet from the ground. Rave children stand astride a line
with non-throwing side toward the target 12-15 feet away.)
Can you throw hard and hit the star? Watch where your besn-
bag hits. If it hits belowthe target, where should you
aim? (higher) (Continue throwing with emphasis on throw-
ing hard.-)

c3
p2,4

.(Set up numbered markers-1...10 feet from throwing line,
2-15 feet away, 3-20 feet away, 4-25 feet away, 5-30

feet, 6-40 feet, 7-50 feet, 8-60 feet, 9-70 feet, 10-

80 feet--depending upon your observations ef the children's

throwing ability.) We've been practicing throwing hard.
Let's see if it helpe us throw farther Raw far can you

throw your beanbag today? (Repeat several times.) Can you
take a big'windup?

sl 6. (Provide each child with 3 beanbags. Using the markers :.

p4 above as a guide, estimate how far he can throw according
c2 to where the farthest beanbag lands.) What is your best

throw today?

sl 7. (Sponge ball or tennis ball) I think I know something that

p4,6 can go farther than a beanbag. Try throwing this ball as

far as you can. Doesn't it go farther if you throw hard?
(Note: Remind children to stand in stride position on the
line.)

c4 8. Who can throw his ball laeter than he can -run? When I say

p2 go, throw the ball as far as yeti can and run after it. Does

hi it.land before you get there? I wonder why?

p2,4 9. Can you throOrthe balliat_the elouds in the sky (or the toes

of.aodistant tree.--ianytarget_that requires.throwing at about

a 45 angle)?Point-,your:Other arm'at your target When you
get ready to throW;:: Can yeu thrOW the ball over my head

(stand 25 feet away)?



s1,2 10. (Set up numbered markers again and this time have children
throw sponge ball or tennis ball) Let's measure how far
you can throw the ball. Can you throw farther than you did
with the beanbag? (If you have information about how far
each child threw with a beanbag, put a marker of some sort
to indicate his old record and a goal to beat today.)

p1,4, /1. (Midget or toy football with outline of proper grip drawn on
6 the ball) Can you put your fingers inside these lines? Let

me checkgood. Let's see how hard you can throw the foot-
ball. Keep the pointed end straight ahead. Snap it hard as
you let go.

p4,6 12. (Make paper airplanes by folding paper lengthwise, folding
both corners at one end to 45°, then folding the two sides
in half lengthwise again. Show children what you are making,
then give them directions and assistance in making their
own.) Can you fly your airplane? It is really more like
a glider. You don't have to throw so hard.

c3 13. (Playground or utility.ball, rubber or vinyl, 8 inches in
p4,5 diameter) How high can you throw your ball? Oops! Don't

throw it backwards! Try again with your hands letting go
straight RE in the sky. Who can come closest to the clouds?
(Note: Far a ball of this size, two hands are needed to
throw the ball in a scooping upward motion.)

c3 14. (Beanbags) Who can throw a beanbag upward with only one
p4 --hand? Remember to let your hand point straight RE:when

you let go of the ball.

p4,5, 15. (Plastic frisbee or flying saucer) Can you throw your fris
6 bee? How is it different from your ball or your beanbag?

(flat, thin, light) What do you think it will do because
it has a different shape? (float, sail) You have to throw
it in a different way if you want it to sail. Can you see
how I fling Tlx. arm away? (Note: Throwing arm is started
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on the opposite side of the body and quickly extended out
to the throwing side in a side-arm backhand motion.) Now
you try it.

A. PROJECTION

3. THROWING FOR ACCURACY

P3 1. (Beanbags, hula hoop, or similar large circle cut from card-
board) Can you toss the beanbag into the hoop? Let's see
if you can do it from here (dtaw a line 5 feet from target).'
Who can toss 3 beanbags into the hoop? (Note: The impli-
cation of "toss" is that the child throws with one hand in
an underhand motion.)

P3 2. That must have been easy. Let's move back to this line
(10 feet from target). Who can toss 3 beanbags into the
hoop? (Note: Any number of throws is permitted until the
child gets 3 in the target.)

P3 3. I think we can make it even more difficult. This time you
sl onlyget 5 beanbags to throw. How many can you toss into

the hoop

4. (Beanbags, westebasket,or corrugated box. It is easier
si if the target is tilted toward the child. At first place

the target at a distance that assnres success.) Cah you
toss the beanbag into the basket? This is going to take
some practice Can everyone do it now? Then it is time '

to make it mnre difficult. Move back to this line and see
if you can toss the beanbag into the target. Let me know
when you have 3 beanbags in the basket.

s3 5. Let's have 2 teams with a basket for each team. Which team
can be the first to toss.3 beanbags:into the basket? Remem-
ber, you have to stand behind thia line when you toss.
Ready? Set--gol

P3 6. (Beanbags, target with holes of 3 different diameters--12,
c3 9, and, 6 inches, each hole numbered with'"I" for the largest,

"II" for the'Middle siie, and "III" for the amalleat ) .Are
you ready to see how many points you can Make? Which holes
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will be the hardest to hit? (small) Which holes will be

the easiest? (large) Which holes do you think will be

worth more points? ( malt) Let's practice a little while.

P3 7. This game isn't going to be easy! I want you to keep score,

a3 too. When you toss the beanbag through the hole, write the

number of points on the paper. When we get done, we will

count how many points each player made.

p3.5 . A tennis ball, plastic whiffle ball, or similar amen ball

that can be held in one hand may be used in target tosaingo

It is more time-consuming than the beanbag because of the
rebound qualities of a ball.

P3 9. (Vinyl or rubber playground ball about 8 inches in diameter,
basketball hoop 5-6 feet from the ground on a backboard 4

ft. x 4 ft.) Caa you make a basket? (Note: Any style of

throwing is acceptable. If the ball it too heavy, a two-

hand underhand pattern probably will be necessary. The

lighter vinyl ball should permit the child to imitate the

pushing, one-hand shots the older children use.)

p3,4 10. (Beanbags or small hand balls, large brightly colored tar-

get about 3 ft. x 3 ft. mounted in upright position against
wall or similar surface that will serve to stop the ball F

from going far. Children stand 12-15 feet away at first,

then farther as they successfully hit the target.) Can you

throw hard enough to hit this big target? (Note: An over-

hand motion should be expected as the challenge demands more

force to cover the greater distance.. A balloon attached to

the center of the target makes a greater challenge.)

p2,3 11. (Large ball-or hu/a hoop; childrenstan&in A line holding

c3 a beanbag; the teacher rolls the,large ball or hooP:10 feet

in trent of anciparallel tothe Children.) Who can hitrthis

movine.:target? Obo!,..Thie isn't-00 easYV Eh/ is ir more
difficult tolat ailf6v/eig target?-: (it is not la the same

place) :Where do you iim-rat the target or ahead of the tar-

get? Let"s 'try aiming ahead of the targe:
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p2,3 12. The game of dodgeball described under Rolling Activities
s3 may be tried with a light-weight plastic ball or yarn ball
a3 being thrown at the children.

*

p2,3 13. (Hoop or bicycle tire suspended from rope so it may be set
in motion swinging back and forth; beanbags or small hand-
balls) Can you throw the ball throu4h the target?
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